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ABSTRACT

Respiratory diseases have been a significant public health challenge.

Efficient disease evaluation and monitoring call for daily spirometry

tests, as an effective way of pulmonary function testing, out of clinic.

This requirement, however, is hard to be satisfied due to the large

size and high costs of current spirometry equipments. In this paper,

we present SpiroSonic, a new system design that uses commodity

smartphones to support complete, accurate yet reliable spirometry

tests in regular home settings with various environmental and

human factors. SpiroSonic measures the humans’ chest wall motion

via acoustic sensing and interprets such motion into lung function

indices, based on the clinically validated correlation between them.

We implemented SpiroSonic as a smartphone app, and verified

SpiroSonic’s monitoring error over healthy humans as <3%. Clinical

studies further show that SpiroSonic reaches 5%-10% monitoring

error among 83 pediatric patients. Given that the error of in-clinic

spirometry is usually around 5%, SpiroSonic can be reliably used

for disease tracking and evaluation out of clinic.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Respiratory diseases, such as asthma, chronic pulmonary disease

(COPD) and acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS), constitute

a significant public health challenge [4]. Over 330 million peo-

ple worldwide have asthma, including 8.4% of children and 7.7%
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(a) Spirometry in clinic

Tube

(b) Portable spirometers

Figure 1: Current spirometry tests

of adults [21]. These diseases are characterized as various types

of airway obstruction. Spirometry, as the most commonly used

pulmonary function testing (PFT), assesses such obstruction by

measuring the volume and velocity of breathing airflow [69], and is

crucial in disease evaluation and monitoring [47]. It is also used to

judge shortness of breath and airway inflammation, both of which

are important symptoms of the coronavirus disease (COVID-19).

Ideally, spirometry should be daily conducted out of clinic, to

timely detect and avoid frequent disease exacerbations that cause

emergency department visits or hospitalizations [7, 34]. However,

current spirometers in clinic, as shown in Figure 1(a), are too bulky

for daily home use. Recent efforts, as shown in Figure 1(b), reduce

the size of spirometers but their costs (>$2,000) are still too high

for home use [1]. Low-cost spirometers priced at <$100 [48, 64] are

mostly inaccurate and could produce >20% error [28, 42].

To reduce the cost of portable spirometers without impairing

the PFT accuracy, researchers developed wearable sensing systems

[13, 25], but required attaching extra hardware to human bodies.

Wireless signals were used to analyze humans’ breathing patterns

from remote, but have low resolution and can only measure the

breathing rates [31, 44, 75] and volume [55]. Modern smartphones

have been used to derive humans’ breathing patterns from smart-

phones’ IMU data [2, 5, 43] or video captures [65]. However, the

accuracy of these methods is too low for precise evaluation of lung

function. Some recent techniques use smartphones to calculate hu-

mans’ lung function indices from their audible breathing sounds

[23, 39], but require absolutely quiet surroundings and are highly

sensitive to ambient noise and human activities in home settings.

In this paper, we present SpiroSonic, a novel system design that

uses commodity smartphones to support complete, accurate yet

reliable spirometry tests out of clinic, with various environmen-

tal and human factors. As shown in Figure 2, our design builds

on the close correlation between lung function and chest wall

motion of humans, which has been widely validated in clinical

practice [22, 36, 61, 63]. SpiroSonic measures chest wall motion as

an externally observable biomarker, and interprets such motion
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Physical Additional Accuracy Cost Environment Clinical

Contact Hardware Adaptability Validation

Wearable sensors [13, 25] Yes Yes Medium Medium Medium Limited

IMU sensor [2, 5, 43] Yes No Low None Medium Limited

Infrared/Depth cameras [40, 74] No Yes High Very High Low None

RF systems [31, 44, 55, 75] No Yes Medium High Very Low None

Smartphone cameras [65] No No Low None Very Low None

Audible sound analysis [23, 39] No No Low None Very Low Limited

Acoustic sensing [51, 52, 72] No No Medium None Medium Extensive

SpiroSonic No No High None High Extensive

Table 1: Comparison of technologies measuring human lung function out of clinic

Figure 2: SpiroSonic measures chest wall motion, and inter-

prets such motion into lung function indices.

into lung function indices. To measure such motion, SpiroSonic

transmits ultrasound signal with the smartphone’s speaker, and

analyzes the signal being reflected by the patient’s chest wall and

received by the smartphone’s microphone. In this way, SpiroSonic

is 100% contactless and non-intrusive. Some existing work similarly

used smartphone’s transmitted acoustic signals to measure humans’

chest motions [51, 52, 72], but interpreted such motions only into

humans’ respiration rates or breathing events (e.g., apnea).

To ensure accurate spirometry tests, SpiroSonic’s error of mea-

suring chest wall motion should be at most fewmillimeters. Current

acoustic sensing systems achieve such accuracy using a smartphone

that is always stationary, when monitoring humans’ breath in sleep

[15, 27, 52] or tracking small targets’ motions (e.g., human fingers)

[45, 53, 73, 77]. In contrast, SpiroSonic aims to enable daily spirome-

try tests anytime and anywhere at home, and we hence assume that

users always hand-hold the smartphone when using SpiroSonic, in

the same way as they are using commodity portable spirometers.

However, when being hand-held, the smartphone’s received ultra-

sound signal could be easily affected by its random motions. To

identify the impact of these motions, we convert the received signal

to I/Q traces on the complex plane1, so as to quantify such impact as

the geometric distortions of I/Q trace. Then, we adaptively remove

such impact by correcting these distortions and calibrating the

received signal as if it is produced with a stationary smartphone.

The major challenge of interpreting chest wall motion into lung

function indices, on the other hand, is the heterogeneous human

factors that may impair the data quality in spirometry tests. For

example, patients may fail to follow the spirometry protocol [49],

when using SpiroSonic without guidance from clinicians. To elimi-

nate the impact of these human factors, SpiroSonic avoids estimat-

ing lung function indices directly from chest wall motion. Instead,

1I/Q trace is a 2D representation of the received signal after down conversion, and the
signal’s real (I) and imaginary (Q) components are exhibited on the complex plane.

we extract specific features from the chest wall motion, and use

these features as the input to a neural network regression model.

In particular, these motion features are extracted only from the

exhalation stage of spirometry, and we will apply multiple criteria

to ensure that such exhalation stage can be appropriately identified.

To our best knowledge, SpiroSonic is the first spirometry system

using commodity smartphones in regular home settings. It provides

a convenient yet cost-free tool for continuous tracking and evalua-

tion of pulmonary diseases, which are crucial to patients’ wellbeing.

It also contributes to early-stage diagnosis of COVID-19 out of

clinic, and helps reduce the burden of public healthcare system in

pandemic. The key characteristics of SpiroSonic are as follows:
• SpiroSonic is accurate. Its error of measuring chest wall

motion is constrained within 4mm. When being evaluated

among healthy humans, its error of lung functionmonitoring

is always lower than 3%.

• SpiroSonic is adaptive. It can precisely remove the impact

from various environmental and human factors, and allows

flexible variations of smartphone’s position (up to 20cm) and

orientation (up to 30◦ tilting) during spirometry tests without

impairing the accuracy. It also well adapts to humans’ body

conditions, as well as different types of clothes being worn.

• SpiroSonic is lightweight. It is contactless and does not re-

quire any extra hardware. It consumes <15% of smartphone’s

battery life with 1-hour usage.

• SpiroSonic is easy to use. It is implemented as an Android

app, and its spirometry tests are fully automated and require

the minimum involvement from users.
By collaborating with clinical pulmonologists and biostatisti-

cians, we conducted a clinical study in the Children’s Hospital of

Pittsburgh of 4 months, over 83 pediatric patients that cover dif-

ferent ages, genders, body conditions and diseases. With the IRB

approval, all studies were done in clinical rooms when patients

visited the hospital for spirometry tests, and 281 data records from

tests are collected. Results of our clinical study are as follows:
• SpiroSonic’s error of lung function monitoring is between

5% and 10% for most patients. Since the error of in-clinic

spirometry is around 5% [16, 37], results from SpiroSonic

could be reliably used as clinical evidence.

• We statistically demonstrate that patients’ chest wall motion

is strongly correlated to their lung function indices, and some

of such correlations are linear.

• SpiroSonic achieves high monitoring accuracy over different

patient subgroups, divided by age, gender and disease. It is

hence widely applicable to the large population of patients.
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2 BACKGROUND & MOTIVATION

We first introduce the clinical background of spirometry, and ex-

plain the correlation between lung function and chest wall motion

that motivates our design of SpiroSonic.

2.1 Spirometry and Lung Function Indices

Spirometry measures how fast and how much air the patient can

breathe out. Before a test starts, the patient exhales all air from the

lung. Then, as shown in Figure 3(a), a spirometry test consists of

two stages2: the patient first takes a full inhalation and then exhales

as hard as possible, until no more air can be breathed out [49].

(a) Spirometry protocol
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(b) Flow-volume loop graph

Figure 3: Spirometry to evaluate lung function

As shown in Figure 3(b), measurements from spirometry are

represented by a flow-volume loop graph that depicts the correla-

tion between the volume and velocity of airflow, and the graphs of

patients with pulmonary diseases are significantly different from

those of healthy people. For example, patients with upper airway

obstruction (UAO) exhibit apparent plateaus in the graph [9], and

asthma patients exhibit “scooped” curves in the exhaling part of

the graph [46]. In practice, clinicians usually extract certain fea-

tures from the graph as lung function indices, for more convenient

disease evaluation and monitoring. These indices include:
• Peak expiratory flow (PEF) is the maximum airflow ve-

locity in exhalation. The average PEF of healthy males and

females is around 10L/sec and 8L/sec, respectively. The PEF

of asthma patients is as low as 5L/sec [24, 62].

• Forced expiratory volume in 1 second (FEV1) is the ex-

haled air volume in the first second of exhalation, and indi-

cates the airway’s resistance against breath [8]. The average

FEV1 for healthy people is 3.75L, but that of COPD patients

could be as low as 2L [38].

• Forced vital capacity (FVC) is the total air volume exhaled.

Decline of FVC indicates disease deterioration, and can reach

2.5L for COPD patients [6, 16]. The average FVC of healthy

males and females is 5.25L and 3.75L, respectively [37].

• FEV1/FVC is the ratio of FEV1 and FVC. This ratio should be

>80% among healthy people, but could be as low as 50-60%

among asthma patients [12].

In clinical practice, PEF measurements are highly variable [10,

29], and clinicians mainly use the other three indices to evaluate

lung function [11]. To ensure accuracy, a patient usually completes

multiple (3-8) spirometry tests [19, 20], and the maximum difference

2https://www.wikihow.com/Take-a-Spirometry-Test

(a) Illustration of chest wall motion (b) Clinical evidence of the
correlation [61]

Figure 4: Correlating chest wall motion to lung function

of FEV1 and FVC readings in these tests should be <0.15L [49]. In

this way, measurement error of in-clinic spirometry is around 5%

[16, 37], which is the baseline to evaluate SpiroSonic’s performance.

Since lung function greatly varies over individuals, the raw val-

ues of lung function indices are seldomly used in clinic. Instead,

clinicians usually categorize patients into subgroups according to

their demographics (e.g., age, gender, race, etc.), and then convert

the raw values of lung function indices into percentiles (%pred) over

healthy people’s data in the subgroup, provided by Global Lung

Function Initiative (GLI) [60]. Typically, a percentile lower than

70% indicates high risks of pulmonary diseases. SpiroSonic will use

such percentiles as indicators to measure human lung function.

2.2 Correlation between Lung Function and
Chest Wall Motion

Correlation between lung function and chest wall motion has been

clinically validated. Such correlation, as shown in Figure 4(a), orig-

inates from humans’ ribcage expansion and contraction when

breathing [17]. These ribcage movements, when measured by a

pneumotrace chest band, are consistent with the fluctuation of lung

volume as shown in Figure 4(b). Clinical studies also showed that

humans’ lung volume proportionates to the ribcage motion [61].

Such correlation motivates SpiroSonic to measure the volume

of breathing airflow from external, through the displacement of

chest wall in spirometry tests. Similarly, the velocity of airflow can

be measured from the speed of chest motion. In particular, clinical

studies showed that asthma and COPD patients have significantly

reduced chest wall motion [36, 63], due to the abnormal changes

of chest dimensions and the subsequent lateral ribcage indrawing.

For example, patients and healthy people could have 20mm mean

difference on the ribcage anteroposterior motion, as well as 10mm

mean difference on the upper lateral motion [22].

Such correlation has also been clinically validated to be signifi-

cant and consistent across different human groups, such as different

age groups, males and females with different chest structures and

conditions [18], obese people with high BMI [63], etc. Hence, by

measuring the patients’ chest wall motion, SpiroSonic could po-

tentially serve as a useful tool for pulmonary disease evaluation

and tracking out of clinic. Although our clinical study in this paper

evaluated SpiroSonic over pediatric patients that are the susceptible

population of asthma and COPD, SpiroSonic could also be equally

applied to adult patients due to such strong correlation.

3 SYSTEM OVERVIEW

As shown in Figure 5(a), to use SpiroSonic, the patient hand-holds

the smartphone and points the phone’s bottom speaker and mi-

crophone to the chest. Then, the patient follows the spirometry
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(a) A patient using SpiroSonic
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Figure 5: SpiroSonic system overview

protocol to inhale and exhale. Being similar with in-clinic spirom-

etry, the patient should maintain an upright posture by leaning

the back against a chair backrest [49]. In this way, the body trunk

remains steady during the spirometry test, and the measured chest

wall motion is only caused by inhalation and exhalation.

SpiroSonic tracks the patient’s chest wall motion in both inhala-

tion and exhalation stages of spirometry tests. To ensure accuracy,

such chest wall motion will be first examined and corrected to re-

move any impact of irrelevant motions. Afterwards, the corrected

chest motion will be used as the input to neural network regression,

which computes lung function indices based on the nonlinear corre-

lation between chest wall motion and human lung function. These

lung function indices will be converted into %pred values based

on the patient’s demographic information, and then reported to

pulmonary doctors for remote disease evaluation and monitoring.

3.1 Chest Motion Tracker

Since humans’ chest wall displacement in spirometry is usually

lower than 60mm [35], the error of chest motion tracking should be

at most 3-4 millimeters, so that the error of lung function estimation

could be within 5%. To achieve this accuracy, SpiroSonic measures

the phase change between the transmitted and received ultrasound

signal. Considering the transmitted signal asA cos(2π f t), the phase
of the received signal, after being reflected by the chest wall, is

φ (t) = 4π f d(t)/c , where c is sound speed and d(t) is the distance
between chest wall and smartphone at time t . When the chest wall

moves during a time period [t0, t1], its displacement is

Δd = d(t1) − d(t0) = −c/(4π f ) · (φ(t1) − φ(t0)) . (1)

When the ultrasound signal’s frequency ranges between 17kHz

and 24kHz3, a 2mm displacement causes the signal path length

to change by 4mm and corresponds to a phase change between

0.4π and 0.56π , large enough to be detected. Such detectability also
allows us to use multiple signals with different frequencies in this

range to further improve the tracking accuracy.

3.2 Irrelevant Motion Remover

Since the chest wall’s motion is measured as its relative displace-

ment from the smartphone, it could be easily affected by the smart-

phone’s randommovements: the patient cannot keep the hand-held

317kHz is the lowest inaudible frequency of sound. The acoustic sampling rates of
smartphones are usually 48kHz, leading to a maximum ultrasound frequency of 24kHz.

(a) I/Q trace measured with a sta-
tionary smartphone

(b) I/Q trace measured with a hand-
held smartphone

Figure 6: The impact of irrelevant hand motions on chest

motion tracking

smartphone to be 100% stationary, and his/her body may uncon-

sciously lean forward or backward when exhaling hard. To remove

such irrelevant movements from the measured chest wall motion,

an intuitive method is to measure the smartphone’s movements

using its built-in accelerometers. This approach, however, is inaccu-

rate due to the error accumulation, when converting accelerometer

readings into displacement via double integration [76].
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Figure 7: Chest wall motion with body movements

Instead, SpiroSonic investigates the abnormal characteristics

from the measured chest wall motion itself. As shown in Figure

6(a), if the smartphone is stationary, I/Q trace of the received sig-

nal should be a regular collection of concentric arcs. Otherwise,

such I/Q trace produced from a hand-held smartphone with ran-

dom movements will be arbitrarily distorted. The reason, as shown

in Figure 6(b), is that the received signal always contains reflec-

tions from both the chest wall and surrounding objects. When the

smartphone is hand-held and randomly moving, the surrounding re-

flection varies and distorts the cumulatively received signal. Details

of correcting such distortion will be described in Section 4.1.
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Figure 10: Chest motion from low-

quality spirometry tests

Similarly, according to the spirometry protocol in Section 2.1,

the patient’s chest wall should be at the same position before and

after a spirometry test, if the patient’s body does not move during

the test. The impact of body movements on the measured chest

wall motion, as shown in Figure 7, can hence be identified as the

difference of chest wall position before and after a spirometry test.

Details about removing such body movements are in Section 4.2.

3.3 Lung Function Estimator

As shown in Figure 8, SpiroSonic uses the following features of

chest wall motion during the exhalation stage in spirometry to

estimate lung function indices:
• The maximum speed of chest wall motion (Smax), which
corresponds to PEF.

• The chest wall displacement in the first second of exhalation

(D1s ), which corresponds to FEV1.

• The maximum chest wall displacement (Dmax), which corre-

sponds to FVC.
SpiroSonic quantifies such correlation with a neural network

regression model, which is built with data from clinical studies.

Since such clinical data from patients is usually low in volume and

could hence result in overfitting when training the model [14], we

choose to use a Bayesian regularized neural network, which has

good capability of generalization that avoids overfitting [57, 68]. In

the clinical study, patients do spirometry tests using SpiroSonic and

clinical-grade spirometers at the same time. As shown in Figure 9,

the outcomes from SpiroSonic’s motion tracking and spirometers’

measurements are then used as the inputs and outputs, respec-

tively, to train the neural network4. Afterwards, the trained neural

network is loaded to patients’ smartphones for out-of-clinic use.

Both the accuracy and overhead of such inference depend on the

complexity of neural network. A neural network with more hidden

layers and numbers of neurons improves the inference accuracy,

but also increases its computation overhead. In SpiroSonic, we

empirically use three hidden layers in the neural network, and

then balance between these two aspects by tuning the numbers of

neurons in each layer. In general, we ensure that the numbers of

neurons in different hidden layers decrease as the network becomes

deeper, and details of such tuning will be in Section 7.

Another challenge of such lung function estimation is the het-

erogeneous human factors, which may impair the data quality in

spirometry tests and make it difficult to correctly identify the exha-

lation stage. Ideally, the measured chest wall motion, as shown in

Figure 8, should exhibit a sole rapid change of chest displacement

4Lung function indices measured by spirometers are converted into %pred, as described
in Section 2.1, before being used to train the neural network.

of at least 10-15mm, as a result of hard exhalation. However in

practice, patients may not fully follow the spirometry protocol, due

to lack of clinician’s guidance or weak body conditions. As shown

in Figure 10, they may exhale with insufficient power and result in

inadequate chest displacement; they may fail to keep the upright

posture and produce abnormal chest motions. In these cases, details

about identifying the exhalation stage are in Section 5.

4 REMOVING IRRELEVANT MOTIONS

In this section, we remove irrelevant smartphone motions and

patient body motions from the measured chest wall motion.

4.1 Correcting Signal Distortions due to
Smartphone Motions

As shown in Figure 6, motions of a hand-held smartphone distort

the I/Q trace of the received ultrasound signal and result in irregular

phase variation. To address such variation, SpiroSonic first divides

the I/Q traces into short segments, during each of which the smart-

phone can be assumed as motionless. Then, it approximates each

segment back to the closest circular arc on the complex plane. The

phase variation can then be corrected by normalizing the centers

of all the arcs back to the origin on the complex plane, making the

I/Q trace to a collection of concentric arcs as shown in Figure 6(a).

Segmentation: One intuitive method is to divide the I/Q trace into

segments with the equal number of signal samples, but is ineffective

when chest motion is measured as phase change: as shown in Figure

11(a), since each sample [I (t),Q(t)] has a phase of tan−1(Q(t)/I (t)),
smaller chest motion results in many consecutive samples with

similar phases, and creates many unwanted tiny segments.

Instead, SpiroSonic segments the I/Q trace based on its specific

phase change over time. As shown in Figure 11(b), for every two

consecutive samples at time t1 and t2, we compute the phase change
as (Q(t2)−Q(t1))/(I (t2)−I (t1)), and produce a new segment once the

cumulative phase change exceeds a threshold. For example, when

this threshold is π/2, the I/Q trace in Figure 11(b) is divided into 6

segments. In practice, SpiroSonic adaptively adjusts this threshold,

to make sure that each segment contains a sufficient number of

signal samples for correcting the signal distortions. The segment

2 in Figure 11(b), as an instance, corresponds to fast chest motion

and hence a larger threshold of π is being applied.

Random signal noise may be produced by the hardware imper-

fection of smartphones or surrounding signal sources (e.g., spinning

fans), and temporarily fluctuates the signal phase as shown in Fig-

ure 11(b). Such phase fluctuation may result in small unwanted

segments, but unfortunately cannot be removed by smoothing the
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Figure 11: Correcting signal distortions due to smartphone motions
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Figure 12: Performance of correcting distortions

I/Q trace with a sliding window, due to the uneven distribution

of signal samples shown in Figure 11(a). Instead, we avoid such

unwanted segments by setting up a threshold on the minimum

segment length. This threshold is empirically set as three times

of the standard deviation of I/Q samples during full inhalation in

spirometry, where the chest wall motion is considered as minimum.

Correction: As shown in Figure 11(c), we approximate each seg-

ment to the closet circular arc, indicated by the best linear unbiased

estimates (BLUE) of arc center (Ic ,Qc ) and radius rc . This arc
5 is

estimated as [Îc , Q̂c , θ̂ ]
T =

(
HTH

)−1
HTY , where

H =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

2I (1) 2Q(1) 1

2I (2) 2Q(2) 1
...

...
...

2I (N ) 2Q(N ) 1

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
,Y =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

I (1)2 +Q(1)2

I (2)2 +Q(2)2

...

I (N )2 +Q(N )2

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
, (2)

N is the segment’s number of samples, and θ̂ = r̂2c − Î2c − Q̂2
c . Each

sample is then mapped to the arc individually.

We evaluate the effectiveness of such correction, as shown in

Figure 12(a), by tracking themotion of a round paper plate and using

a laser distance meter as the ground truth. Results in Figure 12(b)

show that, when the paper plate moves back and forth at different

distances, SpiroSonic’s motion tracking error approximates to that

with a stationary smartphone, and is capped at 3.8mm that meets

the requirements for accurate lung function estimation.

4.2 Calibration against Body Motions

Our proposed calibration builds on the fact that the patient’s chest

wall should be at the same position before and after a spirometry test

if there is no extra body motion during the test, because the patient

is supposed to have full inhalation and exhalation in spirometry. To

5The corresponding circular arc is represented as (I − Ic )
2 + (Q −Qc )

2 = r 2c .

verify this, we attached a digital accelerometer to the patients’ upper

body to measure their body motions in spirometry, and results in

Figure 13(a) match our expectation. In contrast, with noticeable

body motions being indicated by the high accelerometer readings

during exhalation, the patients’ chest wall position will be largely

changed after spirometry tests, as shown in Figure 13(b) and 13(c).

In practice, such body motions could be either unidirectional

or bidirectional during exhalation. For unidirectional (i.e., either

moving forward or backward) motions, our approach to removing

its impact, as described in Algorithm 1, uses the chest wall position

before spirometry as the baseline, to proportionally calibrate every

signal sample after the exhalation starts. The outcomes, as shown

in Figure 13(b) and 13(c), effectively remove the difference of chest

wall positions before and after spirometry.

Algorithm 1 Calibration against body movements

Input: D(t): the received ultrasound signal, t = 1...T .
ΔD = Daf ter − Dbef ore : difference of chest wall position

Output: D ′(t): the calibrated chest wall motion, t = 1...T
1: Initialize tstar t ← exhaling starts, tend ← exhaling ends;

2: Δd ← ΔD/(tend − tstar t )
3: for tstar t < t ≤ tend do

4: D ′(t) ← D(t) − ΔD ×
t−tstar t

tend−tstar t
5: for tend < t ≤ T do

6: D ′(t) ← D(t) − ΔD

In some other cases, the patient’s body may move both back

and forth during exhalation. When such bidirectional body mo-

tion is small, SpiroSonic removes this motion through adaptive

smoothing: it adapts the smoothing window (W ) to the momentary

chest motion speed (S) asW = (1 − |S/Smax |) · fs , where Smax is
the maximum chest motion speed and fs is the ultrasound signal’s
sampling rate. In this way, slower motion leads to a larger window

that produces a more smooth motion curve. Rapid motion results

in a smaller window to avoid missing details in the motion pattern.

Big bidirectional body motions, on the other hand, indicate that

the patient does not follow the spirometry protocol and SpiroSonic

will instead judge the corresponding spirometry test as invalid. We

will describe details of such judgment in Section 5 and evaluate the

effectiveness of such body motion removal in Section 7.

5 IDENTIFYING THE EXHALATION STAGE

The exhalation stage in a spirometry test is indicated by a starting

point (pstar t ) and an ending plateau (Pend ). A valid pstar t should
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(c) With forward body motion

Figure 13: The impact of irrelevant body motions on chest wall motion tracking

be a local minimum on the curve of chest wall displacement, and a

valid Pend should correspond to a period of sufficiently small chest

motion6. However in practice, as shown in Figure 14, there may be

multiple possibilities of such starts and ending plateaus due to the

heterogeneous human factors. We use the following three criteria

to decide the best choices of pstar t and Pend :
• pstar t and Pend are always decided in pairs, and the pstar t
always locates before Pend .

• The average chest wall displacement within Pend should

be higher than 90% of the maximum displacement between

pstar t and Pend .
• If multiple pairs are available, the pair that corresponds to

the maximum chest displacement in exhalation is selected.
Based on such decision, themotion features (Smax,D1s andDmax)

can be calculated as shown in Figure 8. If a valid pair of pstar t and
Pend cannot be found, we consider that the patient did not fully

follow the spirometry protocol (e.g., the body moves back and forth

during exhalation), and data in this spirometry test has low quality.

We will exclude such data from lung function estimation.
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Figure 14: Multiple choices of pstar t and Pend

6 IMPLEMENTATION

As shown in Figure 15, we implemented SpiroSonic as an Android

smartphone app that transmits multi-tone ultrasound signals. It

uses 12 ultrasound frequencies ranging from 17kHz to 22.5kHz with

0.5kHz interval, which have been proved to have good frequency

responses on commodity smartphones [70]. Being similar with

previous work [70], we disabled the smartphone’s Automatic Gain

Control (AGC) to avoid unwanted fluctuations of the received signal

amplitude when the ambient noise level varies7. The measured

6According to the pulmonary clinicians, if the variance of chest wall displacement
within 1.5 seconds is less than 15% of the maximum displacement in a test, we consider
that 1.5 seconds of chest wall motion as a valid Pend .
7Since SpiroSonic is designed to receive ultrasound signal within a short range (<20cm),
it has good SNR (>40dB) even when disabling the AGC.

chest wall motion is also adaptively smoothed before any feature

extraction, using a flexible sliding window.

Figure 15: Main screens of SpiroSonic smartphone app

We design the SpiroSonic app following instructions from pul-

monary clinicians, to minimize the patients’ cognitive and opera-

tional barriers when using SpiroSonic out of clinic. Before a spirom-

etry test starts, a tutorial with both texts and video is provided to

demonstrate the protocol. A spirometry test using SpiroSonic is:

1) fully automated that no manual inputs (e.g., indicating the start

and end of inhalation and exhalation stages) are needed from the

patient; 2) fully customizable that the patient can opt to pause or

resume the ultrasound recording at any time. We also allow upload-

ing the test results using clinical spirometers, so that this app can

also be used in clinical studies (see Section 8).

7 EVALUATION

We evaluate SpiroSonic’s accuracy of measuring humans’ lung

function over five healthy student volunteers with different body

conditions8. All experiments are conducted in a 10m×10m office

with regular furniture and facilities, and student volunteers are

instructed to strictly follow the spirometry protocol. Every student

volunteer, as shown in Figure 16, conducts 50 spirometry tests using

an EasyOne portable spirometer [1], and simultaneously hand-holds

a smartphone (Samsung Galaxy S8, OnePlus 7 Pro or XiaoMi Mix

2) running SpiroSonic. The distance between the smartphone and

chest wall varies between 5cm to 20cm.

For each student volunteer, we use the other four volunteers’ data

(spirometer readings and SpiroSonic’s measured chest wall motion)

to train the neural network regression model. The trained model is

used to convert this student volunteer’s chest wall motion into lung

function indices, which are then compared with the corresponding

spirometer results to evaluate the measurement accuracy. Finally,

the experiment result is averaged over all the five volunteers.
8Ages: 21-28, Height: 173-188cm, Weight: 55-85kg.
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Figure 16: Evaluation setup

7.1 Effectiveness of Irrelevant Motion Removal

Accurate lung function estimation builds on effective removal of the

irrelevant smartphone and human body motions. To evaluate such

effectiveness, we examine SpiroSonic’s error of measuring chest

wall motion with three types of typical hand-held smartphone mo-

tions shown in Figure 17(a), by comparing SpiroSonic’s measured

chest wall displacement with the ground truth measured by the

laser meter shown in Figure 12(a). The smartphone is hand-held

at 10cm away from the chest. Results in Figure 17(b) show that

these smartphone motions lead to a maximum measurement error

of 3.9mm, which is consistent with that in Figure 12(b).

Shaking Shifting RotationRota

(a) Smartphone motions

Mean error: 3.9 mm

Mean error: 2.7 mm

Mean error: 3.0 mm

(b) Measurement error

Figure 17: Effectiveness of removing smartphone motions

Further, we discovered that 91.6% of the measured chest motions

contain either unidirectional or small bidirectional body motions

during exhalation. The small bidirectional body motions, as shown

in Figure 18(a), can be sufficiently removed by adaptive smoothing

in SpiroSonic, as long as the amplitude of bidirectional portion (a)
is smaller than 35% of the entire amplitude of body motion (b). The
large bidirectional body motions, as shown in Figure 18(b), can be

100% identified as invalid by the proposed technique in Section 5.

Segmentation Segment Segmentation Correction

threshold duration (ms) latency (ms) latency (ms)

π/2 186.98 0.32 0.49

π 226.08 0.36 0.54

3π/2 270.51 0.37 0.67

Table 2: Computational complexity of motion removal

We also evaluated the computational complexity of these motion

removal techniques, when being executed on a Samsung Galaxy S8

smartphone. First, algorithms for hand motion removal are evalu-

ated with different phase thresholds for segmentation. As discussed

in Section 4.1, the larger this threshold is, the longer each segment

will be and the higher computation overhead will be produced.

However, as shown in Table 2, in all cases, the computing latencies

a

b
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(b) Large bidirectional body motion

Figure 18: Effectiveness of removing body motions

of both signal segmentation and correction are shorter than 0.3%

of the signal segment, ensuring timely system response. Further,

calibration against body motions is only applied once to the mea-

sured chest wall motion, and it takes 42.8ms on average to execute

Algorithm 1 over a 15-second recording of chest wall motion.

7.2 Measurement Accuracy

As discussed in Section 3.3, accuracy of SpiroSonic’s lung function

estimation depends on the complexity of neural network being

used. Such complexity also decides the computation overhead of

online inference. We investigate these two aspects with different

numbers of neurons in each hidden layer of the neural network.

In all experiments, we use a Samsung Galaxy S8 phone at 5cm

from the chest for measurement. Results in Figure 19 show that

errors of estimating all the lung function indices can be effectively

constrained below 2.5%, when the average number of neurons in

each layer is higher than 8. Otherwise, when this average number

is reduced to 6, the estimation error could approach to 3%. On

the other hand, the computing time of neural network inference

is proportional to the neural network complexity. Based on these

results, we set the numbers of neurons in the three hidden layers

as [12,10,8], for all evaluations in this paper.
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Figure 19: Tradeoff between accuracy and overhead of neu-

ral network inference in SpiroSonic

Based on this setup, we first examine SpiroSonic’s measurement

accuracy with the raw chest wall motion, which is directly pro-

duced by the motion tracker in Section 3.1 with lower accuracy. As

shown in Figure 20, the average errors of estimating FEV1, FVC

and FEV1/FVC are 7.3%, 6.0% and 4.6%, respectively. In particular,

it is generally harder to precisely estimate FEV1, because the un-

certainty in human behaviors usually makes it difficult to precisely

locate pstar t . On the other hand, when the proposed techniques
in Section 4 are used to remove irrelevant hand and body motions,

SpiroSonic can reduce the measurement errors to 2.5% and hence

reach the same level of accuracy as that of in-clinic spirometry.

7.3 Impact of Different Smartphone Positions

When the distance between the smartphone and chest wall in-

creases, the ultrasound signal strength attenuates and more mul-

tipath interferences are also involved. As shown in Figure 21(a),
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Figure 20: Lung function estimation error of SpiroSonic

when such distance increases from 5cm to 20cm, SpiroSonic’s error

when measuring FEV1 slightly increases to 2.5%, because the extra

signal distortions make it harder to correctly identify the start of

exhalation stage. At the same time, SpiroSonic is able to retain the

accuracy of measuring FVC and FEV1/FVC with negligible differ-

ence over these distances. These results enhance the usability of

SpiroSonic out of clinic, as users do not need to intentionally fix

the distance between the smartphone and chest wall.
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Figure 21: Measurement accuracy with different smart-

phone positions

When being hand-held, the smartphone may be randomly tilted

from horizontal, especially during the exhalation stage. Such tilted

positions change the reflection path of ultrasound signal and hence

may also affect the measurement of lung function indices. To ex-

amine such impact, we keep the measurement distance to be 5cm

and tilt the smartphone up and down with different degrees. Ex-

periment results in Figure 21(b) show that when the smartphone

is tilted up or down by 15 degrees, the increase of measurement

error could be effectively restrained within 0.2%. Even when the

smartphone is tilted to 30 degrees, such error will not exceed 3.5%.

7.4 Impact of Smartphone Models

According to [70], different smartphone models may exhibit hetero-

geneous frequency responses and amplifier gains on the received

ultrasound signal, resulting in extra signal distortions. To inves-

tigate such impact of different phone models, we run the same

SpiroSonic app over three smartphone models running Android

10. Experiment results in Figure 22(a) show that the variance of

measurement error is within 0.5%, and the errors over all phone

models are always lower than 3%. These results show that the

neural network model being used by SpiroSonic can effectively

eliminate the impact of irregular amplitudes of ultrasound signal,

and demonstrate the general usability of SpiroSonic in practice.

7.5 Impact of the Surroundings

To investigate the reliability of SpiroSonic in practical out-of-clinic

environments with noisy surroundings, we tested SpiroSonic with

different ambient noise conditions. As shown in Figure 22(b), it
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Figure 22: Impact of different smartphone models and sur-

roundings

exhibits great resistance again ambient vocal noise from video

playback, which results in negligible error increase. Other sound

sources, such as a spinning fan, could increase the measurement

error by 0.5% due to the ultrasound components being produced.

However, SpiroSonic is still able to restrain such error with 3%.
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Figure 23: Impact of wearing different clothes

7.6 Impact of Different Clothes

The ultrasound signal, when penetrating through clothes, may

create extra reflections that affect the chest motion tracking. To in-

vestigate such impact of clothes, we instruct the volunteers to wear

clothes of different tightness, thickness and texture, as shown in Fig-

ure 23(a). Experiment results in Figure 23(b) show that SpiroSonic

provides reliable lung function estimationwithmost types of clothes,

and could effectively restrain the variance across different clothes

within 0.5%. The only exception is when the patient wears a thick

sweater, which results in significant signal attenuation and raises

the measurement error to 7%. However, this thick sweater is for

outdoor wear and we do not expect any patient to wear it indoors.
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Figure 24: Power consumption of SpiroSonic

7.7 Power Efficiency

SpiroSonic continuously transmits and records ultrasound signals

with smartphone. To evaluate the smartphone’s power consumption

when using SpiroSonic, we shut down the smartphone’s wireless

connectivity and all the unnecessary background services. The

smartphone’s screen is also kept off during the test. Experiment

results in Figure 24 show that SpiroSonic is power-efficient and

consumes at most 15% of battery life after 1-hour usage. Since

each spirometry test only takes less than 10 seconds, the power

consumption of SpiroSonic is negligible in practice.

8 CLINICAL STUDY

Based on the high measurement accuracy over healthy humans, we

further conducted an observational clinical study at the Children’s

Hospital of Pittsburgh, to investigate the accuracy of SpiroSonic on

measuring the lung function of pulmonary disease patients, par-

ticularly, pediatric patients with limited capabilities of cognition

and cooperation. With the IRB approval9, we recruited 83 pediatric

patients in 4 months, and requested each patient to use SpiroSonic

when they visited the hospital for in-clinic spirometry. The test-

ing setup10 is shown in Figure 25, and SpiroSonic’s accuracy is

evaluated with patient data in the similar way as in Section 7.

Figure 25: Test setup in clinical study

As shown in Table 3, the recruited patients cover a wide variety

of different ages, genders, races, body conditions and diseases. A

total number of 281 spirometry tests are measured, and 185 of them

are considered as valid based on the technique in Section 5.

8.1 Statistical Analysis

We statistically analyzed the correlation between patients’ chest

wall motion and lung function indices. Table 4 shows the Pear-

son correlation between chest wall motion features (Smax , D1s ,

9University of Pittsburgh IRB approval No. STUDY19030114.
10Due to the hospital’s regulatory requirements to ensure clinical compliance and the
pediatric patients’ body safety in the clinical room, the smartphone is fixed by a holder
in front of chest rather than being hand-held.

Category Characteristics Number

Demographics

Tests per patient 2.2 ± 1.4

Age (years) 11.5 ± 2.6

Female (%) 40 (48.2)

Body

conditions

Height (cm) 148.7 ± 15.3

Weight (kg) 46.3 ± 19.9

BMI (kg/m2) 20.2 ± 5.3

Underweight (%) 19 (22.9)

Overweight (%) 14 (16.9)

Obese (%) 1 (1.2)

Pulmonary

diseases

Asthma (%) 62 (74.7)

Cystic fibrosis (%) 21 (25.3)

Table 3: Patients’ Information

Dmax ) and lung function indices. It demonstrates that FEV1, FVC

and FEV1/FVC have strong correlations (P < 0.01) with chest mo-
tion features, clinically validating the usefulness of SpiroSonic. The

correlation with PEF is weaker due to high variability of PEF mea-

surements and uncertainty of pediatric patients’ body movements.

Corr. Coeff. D1s Dmax Smax

(P-value)

FEV1 0.33 (3.9e−6) 0.25 (7.6e−4) 0.31 (1.3e−5)

FVC 0.3 (3.1e−5) 0.22 (2.3e−3) 0.3 (3.6e−5)

FEV1/FVC 0.17 (1.8e−2) 0.15 (4.2e−2) 0.16 (3.1e−2)

PEF 0.12 (9e−2) -0.013 (8.6e−1) 0.059 (4.3e−1)

Table 4: Pearson correlation between chest wall motion fea-

tures and lung function indices (%pred).

Furthermore, we individually investigated the correlation be-

tween each lung function index and chest motion features, by us-

ing generalized linear regression. Results in Table 5 show that all

three motion features are linearly correlated with FEV1 and FVC

(P < 0.01). For example, each millimeter increment of D1s is signifi-

cantly associated with 1.26 increase of %pred FEV1 and 1.00 increase

of %pred FVC. Such correlation with PEF, however, is weaker.

β-Coeff. FEV1 FVC FEV1/FVC PEF

(P-value)

Smax 0.74 0.62 0.21 0.01

(< 0.01) (< 0.01) (0.03) (0.16)

D1s 1.26 1.00 0.37 0.04

(< 0.01) (< 0.01) (0.02) (0.02)

Dmax 0.54 0.43 0.19 0.01

(< 0.01) (< 0.01) (0.04) (0.42)

Table 5: Linear correlation between chest motion features

and lung function indices (%pred)

Overweighted and obese patients are more likely to exhibit ab-

normal chest wall motion. To investigate such impact on SpiroSonic,

we calculated the above statistical correlation over these patients.

Results in Table 6 show that statistical correlations are generally

weaker over these patients due to their heterogeneous external

characteristics of the chest wall, and strong correlations are only

found between chest motion features and FVC.
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β-Coeff. FEV1 FVC FEV1/FVC PEF

(P-value)

Smax 0.99 1.47 -0.31 -0.07

(0.06) (< 0.01) (0.12) (0.02)

D1s 1.81 2.46 -0.41 -0.09

(0.02) (< 0.01) (0.17) (0.05)

Dmax 0.44 1.12 -0.50 -0.08

(0.40) (0.03) (< 0.01) (< 0.01)

Table 6: Statistical correlation among overweight patients

8.2 Accuracy of Estimating Lung Function

Built on the statistical correlation shown in Section 8.1, we inves-

tigate SpiroSonic’s accuracy of lung function monitoring. Such

accuracy is evaluated at both levels of individual spirometry tests

and patients. Results in Figure 26 show that at test level, SpiroSonic

has an error of 15.45% ± 1.82% and 11.46% ± 1.23% when estimating

FEV1 and FVC, respectively. The main reason for such errors is

that pediatric patients usually have difficulty in fully following the

spirometry protocol and exhibit more diversity in chest wall motion.

Besides, such estimation accuracy has been greatly improved from

current low-cost spirometers (>20% in home use), and the accuracy

in estimating FEV1/FVC is further reduced to <10%.
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Figure 26: Average errors of estimating lung function in-

dices (all in %pred)

The estimation error at patient level can be reduced to 12.52%

± 1.97%, 9.06% ± 1.39%, and 7.69% ± 1.69% for FEV1, FVC and

FEV1/FVC, respectively, by averaging the results from multiple

spirometry tests of the same patient. Since a patient’s spirometry

tests are only valid if the variance of their results is smaller than

10% [19, 49], such patient-level estimation is more commonly used

in practice. The accuracy of estimating FEV1/FVC, in particular,

approximates to that of in-clinic spirometry (around 5%). SpiroSonic,

hence, can be reliably used for disease tracking out of clinic.

We also provide detailed analysis of estimation error for indi-

vidual patients. As shown in Figure 27, such error exhibits great

heterogeneity over different patients. The data quality of three

patients (#36, #57 and #80) is extremely low and leads to >60% esti-

mation error. SpiroSonic’s estimation error over the rest majority

of patients is much lower and ranges between 5% and 10%.

8.3 Estimation Errors over Different Subgroups

In clinical practice, humans’ lung function is highly relevant to

their age, gender and the specific pulmonary disease they have.

Hence, we investigate the accuracy of SpiroSonic’ lung function

estimation over these different patient subgroups.

Age: We divide patients into three age groups (8-10, 11-13 and

14-17), and numbers of patients in these groups are 34, 26 and 23,

respectively. Results in Figure 28(a) show that SpiroSonic’s estima-

tion is more accurate over older patients, and the error over age

group of 14-17, in particular, has >4% less errors than other groups.

The primary reason is that pediatric patients in low ages usually

cannot maintain their bodies fully stationary during spirometry

tests. In these cases, being different from in-clinic spirometry that

measures patients’ exhaling airflow through amouthpiece as shown

in Figure 25, SpiroSonic is more sensitive to patients’ body motions

and produces more errors. This is also exemplified by the ratio of

valid spirometry tests in different age groups, which is 70.1% for

the Age 14-17 group but only 61.9% for the Age 8-10 group.

In older age groups, estimating FVC is more accurate compared

to FEV1 estimation, because older patients have smaller variation

of airway caliber with respect to lung size. It is hence easier to

estimate their air volumes being exhaled [78].

Gender: Figure 28(b) shows that SpiroSonic achieves higher estima-

tion accuracy over females, and such difference could be up to 3%-4%

for estimating FEV1/FVC. One possible reason is that girls’ spirom-

etry tests in our clinical study have a higher percentage (69.6%)

to be valid, and this percentage is only 62.2% for boys’ spirometry

tests in our clinical study. Such difference is even more significant

in low-age groups. Furthermore, from the clinical perspective, girls

usually have wider but shorter airways in their childhood than

boys, so that their momentary lung function indices (e.g., FEV1)

could have less variation [30]. Further verification of this hypothe-

sis, however, requires larger volumes of patient data and we plan

to recruit more patients into clinical study in the future.

Disease: As shown in Figure 28(c), SpiroSonic achieves better accu-

racy in estimating lung function of asthma patients, because asthma

is predominantly a disease of airway obstruction. Estimation errors

over cystic fibrosis (CF) patients, on the other hand, are higher and

the difference could be >5%. The main reason is that CF usually

exhibits other symptoms such as infection and mucus accumulation,

which affect lung function beyond the changes in airway mechan-

ics. Besides, before hospitalization and treatment, CF patients tend

to have markedly lower lung function on force exhaling. All these

factors cause highly variant results on the FEV1 error, while FVC

reflecting the entire breathing volume is less affected.

9 RELATEDWORK

Contactless human sensing: Research efforts have been made to

monitor human bodies from remote. Conventional techniques use

infrared devices [26] or depth cameras [33] for imaging analysis,

and later research achieved accurate sensing with RF signals for fall

detection [67], gesture recognition [80] and motion tracking [41].

In particular, these techniques have been adopted for contactless

breath monitoring [31, 40, 44, 55, 74, 75]. However, they require

extra hardwarewith high costs and complicated setup, which are un-

affordable for daily monitoring out of clinic. In contrast, SpiroSonic

uses only the existing hardware of commodity smartphones.

Acoustic motion tracking: Since acoustic signals could be pro-

duced by commodity smartphones, they have been widely used

to track humans’ hand and body motions. Earlier techniques re-

quire humans to hand-hold the smartphone and track the smart-

phone’s motion through signal propagation delay [58], Doppler
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Figure 27: Errors of estimating lung function for individual patients
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Figure 28: Prediction accuracy over different patient subgroups

shift [3, 32, 76] and frequency difference [45, 71]. Later schemes,

instead, focus on device-free motion tracking that analyzes the

reflected signal from the target being tracked [53, 66, 73, 77]. These

device-free systems, however, require the smartphone to be always

stationary. In addition, most systems are limited to tracking the

motion of small targets (e.g., human fingers) and their techniques

may not be applicable to track the chest wall motion.

Acoustic sensing for mobile healthcare: Acoustic signals have

been used for disease diagnosis. For example, ECG sensing was

implemented on commodity smartphones [59], and PDVocal [79] di-

agnoses Parkinson’s disease based on abnormal body sounds. These

techniques, nevertheless, are orthogonal to the focus of SpiroSonic.

Some recent techniques use acoustic signals to measure the humans’

respiration rates [15, 27] or breathing events (e.g., apnea) [51, 52, 72]

from their breathing motions, and are useful in diagnosing various

diseases such as sleep apnea and drug overdose. SpiroSonic further

extends these existing work to respiratory disease evaluation, by

enabling accurate measurement of lung function indices.

SpiroSonic shares the same design goal with SpiroSmart [39] and

SpiroCall [23], which measure lung function indices from humans’

audible breathing sounds. However, these systems are sensitive to

ambient noise and humans’ body motion. SpiroSonic, in contrast,

provides better adaptability and reliability in these settings.

10 DISCUSSIONS

Impact of Chest Sizes and Shapes: Being different from exist-

ing work that tracks motion of small targets (e.g., human fingers),

SpiroSonic tracks the motion of chest wall that has a non-negligible

size. Since sound propagates as a pressure wave in air, the ultra-

sound signal reflected from the chest could be modeled as being

transmitted from an imaginary source without extra phase change

[50, 54], if the chest wall is considered as a flat surface. In practice,

when it is not ideally flat, SpiroSonic measures the average displace-

ment of different portions of chest wall. The impact of irregular

chest shapes, then, is minimized by neural network regression.

Performance over Patients: SpiroSonic has noticeably different

measurement accuracies when being applied to healthy humans

and patients with pulmonary diseases. The main reason is that

our clinical study was conducted over pediatric patients who are

less collaborative, resulting in extra errors. Further, since pediatric

patients are still in growth, their %pred values may not be well

characterized by GLI values [60]. Clinical practices also found that

pulmonary diseases result in chest deformity or relevant neuromus-

cular diseases, which dramatically change the shape of chest. For

example, severe chest deformity may lead to big concavity in the

chest center [56], which distorts the ultrasound reflection patterns.

11 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we present SpiroSonic, a new mobile system design

that precisely monitors humans’ lung function from commodity

smartphones. SpiroSonic measures the humans’ chest wall motion

via acoustic sensing, and then converts the measured motion into

lung function indices. Clinical studies show that SpiroSonic’s mea-

surement error could be as low as 7.7% over pediatric patients.
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